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First-Generation Faculty
David Beard considers how coming from a family where people didn't go to college in uences the way he interacts with his colleagues.
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I've been re ecting on my spectacularly unsuccessful ethos as a professional within my department. 
I write "within my department" because I think that the ethos that carries me far enough in the  eld is one I'm thinking doesn't work well in a departmental context. And to
be clear, I've been a faculty member in two departments, so I'm not complaining about my department. 
A colleague-friend once pointed out that I'm basically a puppy dog in my local professional interactions -- eager to be liked. I think there's a limited accuracy to that
statement, so I'll accept it but add a little nuance. My attitude is not a desire to be liked; rather, it's a desire not to be disliked, which stems from being a  rst-generation
college student. 
Context: Like many of my colleagues and friends in rhetorical studies, I was a  rst-gen student. I am only the  fth person in my entire family to make it past middle
school. And like a lot of  rst-gen kids, I experienced substantial dislocation from my family. As a kid, my great-grandparents and my grandparents and my great-aunt
lived together in a three-bedroom house. Some were retired, some worked part-time, and some did the early shift, the end result being that we always were home
together by 4 p.m., in time for late afternoon game shows and dinner by 4:30. (It was years before I learned that most people eat after 5 p.m..) 
Growing up, I recognized three things. (1) My ability to answer "Jeopardy" questions before anyone else in the family quickly went from being cute to being annoying. (2)
Being smart was something my family could be proud of, but I could never be proud of it. In fact, being proud of being brainy was a bad move at home or school. (Very
quickly, in second grade, while playing "Smurfs" on the playground -- in which all the boys imagined adventures with each other by assuming the role of a single Smurf -- I
ceased being "Brainy" Smurf in favor of "Handy" Smurf, an immense irony given my complete inability to  x anything). (3) There was a  ne line between being smart and
being the kind of person my grandparents would be suspicious of -- someone who would try to trick them with cleverness. I totally get people who are suspect of the
intelligentsia, the ivory tower academic, because those people are my family. 
When I got my M.A., I received congratulations. I also received an exhortation that it was time to get a job and stop this school foolishness, which was clearly a way to
avoid a job. When I pulled out my National Council of Teachers of English card, my grandfather's  rst question was whether that meant I was union. 
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In any case, this taught me three survival strategies at home: 
1. Absolute transparency. No one can think you have a secret agenda if all of your agendas are on the table. No one can think that you are trying to trick them if you are
clear about your motives. 
2. When you argue, make clear what personal biases and motivations are setting that argument in motion. Even if those biases undercut your argument. Because
honesty is a better survival method than success. Success is  eeting and can collapse out from under you. But if you are honest, you will remain on level ground. Family
will relate to you consistently because they know who and where you are. 
3. Never argue from expertise. Arguing from expertise is too close to arguing from being "Brainy." 
This looks like a good idea for keeping the affection or at least avoiding raising the ire of my family (who, I know, loved me without reservations -- I don't mean to suggest
that they loved me any way other than that). It was a great way of being a grandson. It's a terrible way of being a colleague. I think I have discovered three things that I
would share with an academic son or daughter, were I to have one: 
1. Transparency doesn't work with people who presume that other people are not transparent. 
2. Maybe "family will relate to you consistently because they know who and where you are," but so will colleagues, and they will be able to outthink you all the time
because you are on their map and they are not on yours. 
3. Expertise is never recognized locally, whether you argue from it or not. Expertise is often recognized across the discipline, but only sometimes within the department. 
Again, these are not local claims nor an expression of any local conditions. Rather, I want to raise the question on my mind: How does being a  rst-generation student
screw up professionalization behaviors? I think I have my answer, but what do you think? And do you have any reading suggestions? Give me more than a citation -- give
me a reason to read! 
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